Incident on 57th Street

how do you get to carnegie hall? practice, sure.
but having four decades’ worth of material for
friends and admirers to play in tribute can’t hurt.

A

n evening entitled “A Tribute
to Bruce Springsteen” conjures
up nightmare thoughts of bad
cover bands, featuring a Born
in the U.S.A.-era “Springsteen,”
c omple te w it h he a d ba nd ,
regaling a Saturday night crowd with overly
earnest versions of “Glory Days.” Move
the venue to Carnegie Hall, and provide
an eclectic and absurdly talented lineup of
contributors—some of the above still rings
true, but for the most part, the diverse artists involved brought a different playbook.
Where else would you get a semi-obscure
local Brooklyn band, Elysian Fields, who
have worked with names such as Steve
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Albini, John Zorn, and Hal Willner, who
are conversant enough with the oeuvre to
pull off a powerful and brooding version
of “Streets of Fire” and also strong enough
to act as the backing band all night? Where
else does the Hold Steady come onstage and
abandon all semblance of cool (from one
perspective) by cranking out a version of
“Atlantic City” true to the original and yet
authentically branded as their own? Where
else could Badly Drawn Boy and Josh Ritter
live out their Live/1975-85 fantasies? Even
Jon Landau admitted to Backstreets at the
pre-show reception that he had his own
picks in mind: “All I’m Thinkin’ About”
(“If I could sing,” he said) and “Streets

of Fire” (“if I could play guitar”). It was
the biggest and loudest Bruce Springsteen
geek convention ever. Pop artists attempted
to channel some degree of cool, while the
already-hip affirmed their place and simultaneously abandoned it as they embraced
the spirit of the evening wholeheartedly.
Produced by Michael Dorf, the same
man behind a well-received “Tribute to Bob
Dylan” five months earlier, this evening
was designed in the same fashion: 20 artists, each performing one Springsteen song
on stage at Carnegie Hall. Proceeds from
the event would benefit the UJA Federation
of New York’s Music for Youth Initiative,
which supports music education programs

for underprivileged young people. One such
beneficiary, The Young People’s Chorus of
New York City, joined the Holmes Brothers
to provide backing vocals for “My City of
Ruins.”
While some scheduled acts seemed obvious—Steve Earle, Badly Drawn Boy, Pete
Yorn, Marah—others were incomprehensible, at least on the surface. With the lineup
evolving week-to-week and then day-to-day
as the night of the show drew near, it was
hard to know what to expect in advance. No
longer on the bill by showtime were Bruce
Hornsby, Kenny “Babyface” Edmonds, and
Jewel.
The show opened with Earle, noted
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Springsteen fan (“I’ve never missed a
tour”), performing a straightforward, soloacoustic version of “Nebraska.” Speaking
with Backstreets before the show, Earle
fondly recalled his first Springsteen show
in Houston in 1975 and expressed great
excitement at being able to participate this
evening.
Brooklyn-via-Philly favorites Marah may
be best known to Bruce fans for their guest
appearance at Giants Stadium in 2003, and

the Light of Day benefit in December 2006
brought them together with Springsteen
again. Their faithful but transformed version of “The Rising” came several songs
into the program, with Marah ably accomplishing one thing Bruce himself couldn’t:
incorporating bagpipes into a live show!
Their song choice was also notable, as
Marah was one of only two artists to choose
a Springsteen song from the last ten years.
South Jersey girl Patti Smith’s presence
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PATTI SMITH

JULIANA HATFIELD

was a late addition to the lineup, and while
obvious, was still welcome to say the least.
Her introduction of “Because the Night”
was touching and heartfelt, as she recalled
how a “Jersey boy” gave her a song in 1978
that was a “helping hand,” finishing by saying that “this Jersey girl thanks that Jersey
boy.” The riveting performance, with Patti
backed only by piano, garnered the first
standing ovation of the evening.
Pete Yorn, also a native New Jerseyian
and well-known for his Springsteen fanboy
tendencies, chose to perform Springsteen’s
big gest hit. Yor n spoke to Backstreets
before the show, explaining that he had
thought about doing other songs, but that
“Dancing in the Dark” was “a song that
I’m really feeling right now.” The lyrics,
he noted, “have a really dark element to
them,” which he emphasized in his soloacoustic performance. Without either the
dance or rock beats most often paired with
the song, Yorn’s take was a reminder that
Springsteen’s biggest hits could contain
some of his bleakest lyrics.
This point was f ur ther emphasized
by Joseph A r thur’s outstanding reading of “Born in the U.S.A.,” a song that
Springsteen has reworked perhaps more
times than any other in his canon. Arthur’s
innovative performance borrowed the best
elements from the various arrangements:
the over-the-top, almost-screaming vocals of
the album cut, the sparse and angry acoustic guitar from the Tracks version, with the
chiming piano riff added on top for good
measure. Performed with full theatrics,
including outstretched arms on the chorus,
Arthur’s performance was masterful. It was
dedicated, in true Bruce fashion, to military
personnel serving overseas.
Some of the most exciting—perhaps to

some, the most disconcerting—performances of the evening were from those
who chose to rework their song into a completely new arrangement. Uri Caine, an
accomplished jazz pianist, provided an
instrumental version of “New York City
Serenade,” an appropriate choice. Indierock darling Juliana Hatfield’s dark, soulful, solo-electric “Cover Me” was markedly
less obvious, but it was one of the evening’s
standouts. Her performance called to mind
Springsteen’s performance of “Dancing
in the Dark” in 1992, in which he used a
solo-electric version as a reclamation of the
song from its pop origins; Hatfield accomplished similar results. The Low Stars, a
rising “New Country” act, were one of few
sour notes on the bill. Their overly polished
four-part harmony on “One Step Up” was
jarring, unenthusiastic, and seemed out of
place given its lyrics.
The most original rearrangement of the
night was the penultimate tribute performance, courtesy of ’60s folk legend Odetta.
Bruce himself would remark later that
evening that Odetta had turned in “the
greatest version of ‘57 Channels’ ever.”
Accompanied by piano, Odetta sat center
stage in her wheelchair, offering a dramatic
reading of the lyrics, commenting before
the song that it took her quite some time to
select a song because of the extensive nature
of “Mr. Springsteen’s” repertoire. This 77year-old clearly outperformed everyone else
on that stage that night, with her performance of an unexpected song choice that
was equal parts funny, dramatic and ironic,
climaxing in the line that rang through the
hall: “And in the blessed name of Elvis,
well, I just let it blast.”
Average performances this night were few
and far between, save perhaps a proficient-

marah takes on “the Rising”...
and makes the bagpipes work!
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STEVE EARLE

ODETTA

Nebraska
Steve Earle
Streets of PhiladelphiA
The Bacon Brothers
Streets of Fire
Elysian Fields
The River
Josh Ritter
Because the Night
Patti Smith
The Rising
Marah
My City of Ruins
Holmes Brothers with the Young People’s
Chorus of New York City
Brilliant Disguise
Robin Holcomb
Jersey Girl
Jersey Guys with Bobby Valli
Spirit in the Night
North Mississippi All-Stars
New York City Serenade
Uri Caine
Cover Me
Juliana Hatfield
One Step Up
Low Stars
Thunder Road
Badly Drawn Boy
Born in the U.S.A.
Joseph Arthur
Dancing in the Dark
Pete Yorn
Hungry Heart
Jesse Malin with Ronnie Spector
I’m Goin’ Down
M. Ward
57 Channels
Odetta
Atlantic City
The Hold Steady
The Promised Land
Bruce Springsteen
Rosalita
Bruce Springsteen
Rosalita
Bruce Springsteen with All
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“THE PROMISED LAND”
hold steady, rosie!

if-f lat version of “Streets of Philadelphia”
by the Bacon Brothers (accompanied by
Charlie Giordano of the Seeger Sessions
Band). The many highlights, however,
made the evening’s flops stick out all that
much more. Communication appeared to be
the culprit with M. Ward’s version of “I’m
Goin’ Down”: house band Elysian Fields
was playing a subdued version of the album
arrangement; M. Ward was not, and neither
seemed able to figure out where each was
going next. A group of singers calling themselves “The Jersey Guys”—whose biggest
claim to fame appeared to be either that
they had Frankie Valli’s brother as a member or that they brought a minor member
of the Sopranos cast onstage to lean against
the piano and do nothing else—somehow
found their way onto the program only to
butcher “Jersey Girl,” a song written not by
Bruce Springsteen but by Tom Waits.
T he big gest disappoi nt ment of t he
night was, regrettably, one of the most
highly-anticipated ones: the performance
of “Hungry Heart” by Jesse Malin and
Ronnie Spector. Malin has covered the song
many times before (always dedicated to
Joey Ramone), and he and his band turned
in a fine performance. Spector, however,
revealed herself to be in no shape to perPAGE 32 BACKSTREETS SPRING 2007

form publicly—an unfortunate postscript to
her Rock and Roll Hall of Fame induction
only weeks earlier.
A more compelling moment came courtesy of up-and-comer Josh Ritter, whose take
on “The River” featured an extra twist.
Ritter began a solo-acoustic performance
but opted not to start the first verse immediately; rather, he began talking to the crowd
over a soft, repeating acoustic guitar figure, telling a story about finding the music
of Springsteen while growing up in rural
Idaho. As he continued, it became clear
that Ritter was not only letting the crowd in
on something personal, he was deliberately
evoking the famous performance of “The
River” found on the Live/1975-85 box set.
As he finished, he indeed recalled listening
to it on cassette in his bedroom as a teenager. All that was missing was “and he said,
‘that’s good’” from the end. The attention to
detail in recapturing the moment as tribute
was remarkable.
Damon Gough, also known as Badly
Drawn Boy, is probably the most unlikely super-fan you could imagine. Gough,
who hails from the north of England, is a
proudly self-identified Springsteen fanatic.
Nerves were evident as he walked out onto
the stage (“I’m scared to death and thrilled

at the same time,” he admitted), and when it
was obvious that he wasn’t going to be performing a standard, clichéd acoustic version
of “Thunder Road” but was going to throw
himself into a full-blown electric rendition,
there was some skepticism expressed from
the audience—and rightly so. By the end of
the song, however, there were no skeptics
left, and he received a well-earned standing
ovation.
The Hold Steady’s presence on the bill
could have sold out Carnegie Hall instantly;
this is likely why they were a late addition
to the lineup. Many writers have compared
the Hold Steady to Springsteen, likely due
to the strong story arc in many of their
songs, and some of the cadences of frontman Craig Finn’s vocals are vaguely reminiscent of Greetings-era Bruce. They played
electric with their full lineup, and their
version of “Atlantic City” was energetic and
filled the room.
Throughout the evening, a personality
from a local classic rock station introduced
each performer. It was seemingly a good
idea, given that many in the crowd were
likely unfamiliar with several of the artists
performing. The announcer, unfortunately,
was incapable of limiting her introductions
to a short background of the next artist and
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they’re only here for fun:
“Rosalita” VOLUNTEERS
DAMon gough...

fInn, earle, and springsteen come to
liberate you, confIscate you, and
be your man, respectively

...jesse malin...

...and craig Finn

annoyingly revealed what song would be
next as well. She did not have the chance,
however, to ruin the surprise after the Hold
Steady finished, because when Kevin Buell
walked out with an acoustic guitar in hand,
any suspicions or hopes from those in the
crowd were immediately confirmed. Bruce
strolled out shortly thereafter, slightly
bemused at the tributes, and reminding
everyone that “I’m still alive!”
“The Promised Land,” an unsurprising
choice, was performed in a slightly different
fashion than had been done in recent years.
Springsteen kept the song’s familiar harmonica parts, but he was clearly not giving
up on the vocal phrasing he had adopted
on his two acoustic tours. The pairing of
the two contrasting arrangements seemed
forced and the performance suffered for it,
although few in the crowd seemed to notice
or care, as the surprise of the appearance
itself appeased most.
Spr i ng stee n’s second pe r for ma nce,
however, was a shock: the first acoustic
“Rosalita” in many years. The crowd sang
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and clapped earnestly through each verse,
until Bruce abruptly stopped. At first it
seemed that he decided to bring the song to
a premature end—or perhaps that the teleprompter broke—as he jokingly said, “well,
it’s getting late, and I’ve run out of lyrics!”
He continued, though, with one of his funnier monologues in recent years, saying,
“Well, you all know how it ends… Rosie
went off with our hero and got married.”
He proceeded to tell about how “our hero”
wound up in “one or two tabloid stories,”
that “he broke up his band… wrote songs
about being happy, which nobody liked,”
“some babies came along,” how “his hair
got a little gray, when he wasn’t touching it
up,” all to much laughter.
Bruce wound up the performance as
most of the performers from earlier in the
evening came out for the inevitable grand
finale jam. There seemed to be some discussion onstage as to which song Bruce had in
mind; it’s unclear whether “Rosalita” was
planned for the sing-along or if Bruce had
hijacked it into his set at the last minute.

Elysian Fields got word to Bruce that they
knew how to play “Rosalita,” and Bruce
delightfully acquiesced.
“Volunteers? ” Br uce growled. Craig
Finn put his hand up first; Damon Gough
stepped forward second, with Jesse Malin
as the last victim. As might have been
expected, the song was loose and sloppy
and chaotic, with every artist onstage that
night angling for their moment to stand
next to Bruce and sing—and who wouldn’t
do the same if they had the chance? Dave
Petersen, who plays drums for Marah, even
brought his infant daughter Maybelline
onstage for a few moments to join in. Bruce
happily accommodated all comers, and the
result was raucous and joyous and absolutely reflected the underlying spirit of the
evening.
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